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Abstract—Physical layer key generation (PLKG) can signif-
icantly enhance the security of classic encryption schemes by
enabling them to change their secret keys significantly faster
and more efficiently. However, due to the reliance of PLKG
techniques on channel medium, reaching a high key generation
rate (KGR) is challenging in quasi-static environments. Recently,
exploiting reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) as a means to
induce randomness in quasi-static wireless channels has received
significant research interest. However, the impact of spatial corre-
lation between the RIS elements is rarely studied. To be specific,
for the first time, in this contribution, we take into account a
spatially correlated RIS which intends to enhance the KGR in a
quasi-static medium. Closed-form analytical expressions for KGR
are derived for the two cases of random phase shift (RPS) and
equal phase shift (EPS) in the RIS elements. We also analyze the
temporal correlation between the channel samples to ensure the
randomness of the generated secret key sequence. It is shown
that the EPS scheme can effectively exploit the inherent spatial
correlation between the RIS elements and it leads to a higher
KGR compared to the widely used RPS strategy. We further
formulate an optimization problem in which we determine the
optimal portion of time dedicated to direct and indirect channel
estimation within a coherence time. We show the accuracy
and the fast convergence of our proposed sequential convex
programming (SCP) based algorithm and discuss the various
parameters affecting spatially correlated RIS-assisted PLKG.

Index Terms—Physical layer secret key generation, spatial
correlation, reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS), achievable
key generation rate

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS communications medium is intrinsically
prone to malicious eavesdropping attempts due to its

broadcast nature. With the emergence of dense and widely
distributed wireless networks, e.g., sixth generation mobile
communications (6G) and Internet of Things (IoT), seeking
a lightweight security approach which is able to combat the
emerging modern threats has become crucial. Traditionally, the
security is preserved by utilizing symmetric key cryptography
(SKC) techniques such as stream ciphers, data encryption
standard (DES) [1] and advanced encryption standard (AES)
[2] or by using asymmetric key cryptography (AKC) methods
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such as Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) [3] scheme. These
higher layer security schemes had tremendous contributions
in maintaining the confidentiality of communications over the
previous decades. However, these encryption methods need to
get boosted with physical layer security (PLS) techniques to
cope with the emerging threats in modern networks.

PLS solutions are comprised of two main categories, namely
key-less and key-based techniques. Key-less research tech-
niques are pioneered by Wyner in his seminal work [4] where
he formulated the secrecy capacity. To be specific, in key-
less techniques no encryption is involved and the information
secrecy is achieved if and only if the legitimate receiver has
better channel quality than the eavesdropper. So far, numerous
key-less PLS techniques are proposed in the literature includ-
ing secure beamforming [5], relay-based techniques [6], power
allocation schemes [7], covert methods [8], [9], etc. However,
key-less secure transmission usually requires complex code
design and accurate channel state information (CSI) which
may not be available mainly when a passive eavesdropper is
considered [10], [11]. Accordingly, the key-based techniques
which still exploit the merits of classical encryption schemes
are widely considered in numerous studies with applications
in IoT [12], relay channels [13], etc.

Classic encryption schemes suffer from two major draw-
backs. Specifically, the AKC methods are not preferred in
networks with limited resources in their nodes, e.g., in IoT.
This is because AKC demands high computational resources
due to its complex mathematical operations. Thus SKC is
a more desirable option for IoT networks due to its low-
complexity implementation [14]. However, SKC requires the
encryption keys to be distributed among the nodes before they
start transferring data. This key generation process requires a
complicated structure to generate and distribute the common
keys between the nodes of a widely distributed network. In
these cases, physical layer key generation (PLKG) techniques
can be utilized to generate and distribute the random keys
between the nodes [10]. These techniques exploit the recip-
rocal characteristics of wireless channels as great sources of
common randomness to generate random keys [15]. Another
drawback is the vulnerability of classic schemes to quantum
computer attacks [16]. The AKC methods rely on complex
mathematical algorithms that are not scalable and thus are
easily broken by a quantum computer. However, SKC schemes
can be enhanced by increasing the length of the encryption
keys [16]. PLKG techniques again come in handy here to help
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the SKC generate long random sequences of keys to boost its
strength in combating quantum computer attacks [10].

Generally, the PLKG process comprises four phases, i.e.,
random sharing, quantization, information reconciliation and
privacy amplification [15]. During the random sharing phase,
the two parties exchange pilots in a time-division duplex
(TDD) mode to estimate the channel coefficients and exploit
them as their source of common randomness. These real value
coefficients are then converted to binary sequences through
the quantization process [17]. Generally, the mismatches occur
during the channel estimation process of the parties. The two
nodes use methods such as cosets of binary linear codes to
compensate for these mismatches in the information reconcil-
iation phase [18]. Finally, in the privacy amplification phase,
the possible leakage of the generated keys to the eavesdroppers
in the previous steps is wiped out [19]. These four steps
highlight that PLKG relies on the reciprocity of physical
medium characteristics to generate identical keys in two nodes
and its security is guaranteed by the inherent randomness in
the physical medium.

The randomness of the generated key is a vital requirement
guaranteed by the temporal decorrelation between the sam-
pled channel coefficients [20]. Temporal decorrelation can be
achieved in wireless networks with mobility in their nodes
or surroundings. However, this requirement is not fulfilled in
static environments such as IoT networks [21]. Moreover, the
mobility level in the wireless medium may not be adequate to
generate secret keys at a high rate. Accordingly, [21]–[23] have
proposed various solutions to overcome the slow rate of PLKG
in static environments. Specifically, in [21] the end users
deploy random pilot constellations to induce randomness in
the received signals. The authors in [22], induce randomness in
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) by designing random
precoding vectors. In [23], the correlated eavesdropper channel
is scrambled by utilizing artificial noise. All these studies
focus on inducing randomness at user ends to enhance the
key generation rate (KGR).

Very recently, increasing the rate of channel randomness by
reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) has received extensive
research interest [24]–[30]. Specifically, In [24], the authors
initially proposed exploiting the random shifts in RIS elements
to induce randomness in the wireless channel and increase
the KGR in quasi-static environments. They argue that this
method paves the way to the perfectly secure one-time pad
(OTP) communications. A four-step protocol is designed in
[25] to add randomness in a quasi-static environment. In
the proposed protocol, the direct and reflective paths are
estimated at each coherence time of the channel and their
randomness is also exploited to enhance the KGR. In [26],
the authors proposed an attack model consisting of several
eavesdroppers which aim to jeopardize the RIS-assisted PLKG
in a quasi-static line-of-sight (LoS) dominated channel. In
[27], the potential of RIS-induced randomness in millimeter
wave communications is studied. The authors in [28] have
considered designing pilot signals based on random matrix
theory for RIS-assisted PLKG in quasi-static environments.
This method avoids the leakage of generated secret keys to the
eavesdropper caused due to using globally known pilot signals.

In [29], the theoretical boundaries for KGR by assuming
discrete phase shifts in RIS elements are studied. Finally, the
authors in [30] have performed the first practical study on
RIS-assisted PLKG in quasi-static environments. They showed
that their implemented scheme achieves 97.39 bps KGR while
passing standard randomness tests. In our proposed system
model, we consider the practical issue of spatial correlation
present between the RIS elements. We note that none of the
above studies has considered spatial correlation in RIS in their
system models.

In another research line, the RIS is deployed to enhance the
KGR by assisting the transceivers in conveying their signals
[31]–[34]. Specifically, the authors in [31] have derived the
minimum achievable KGR and developed an optimization
framework for the RIS reflecting coefficients to maximize
the derived secret key capacity lower bound. In [32], the
KGR expression for the RIS-assisted PLKG is deduced. The
authors in [33], have considered a scenario in which a base
station intends to generate secret keys with multiple user
terminals (UTs) when the direct path is blocked and the signals
are conveyed with an RIS. The two cases of independent
and correlated channels between the UTs are studied and
KGR maximization frameworks have been proposed for the
two cases. Moreover, in [34], the KGR improvement through
deploying RIS when the two nodes are equipped with multiple
antennas is considered. The authors have proposed an opti-
mization algorithm to maximize KGR by designing the RIS
passive beamforming. Additionally, [35] and [36] view the RIS
as an attacker to the PLKG schemes. In [35], after studying the
constructive aspects of deploying RIS in PLKG, i.e. in quasi-
static and wave-blockage environments, the authors argue
that an attacker can utilize the IRS to perform jamming and
leakage attacks. Furthermore, the authors in [36], proposed an
attack model in which an RIS reduces the wireless channel
reciprocity by rapidly changing the RIS reflection coefficients
in the uplink and downlink channel probing steps. A method
to detect and counteract this attack is also proposed.

All the reviewed studies on RIS-assisted PLKG assume
independent reflective channels in RIS. Recently, the spatial
correlation between the RIS elements is modeled in [37]. The
authors argue that any RIS deployed in a two-dimensional
rectangular grid is subject to spatially correlated fading. This
property holds for any practical RIS since it is by definition
two-dimensional. The model has been widely used to consider
the practical aspects of RIS deployment [38]–[43]. For the
first time in this contribution, we investigate the impact of
spatial correlation between the RIS elements in PLKG for
quasi-static environments. The presence of spatial correlation
in RIS elements makes our mathematical analysis of KGR
challenging compared to the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, we
offer an optimization framework for KGR which basically
explores the intrinsic limitation in deploying the RIS to reach
OTP encryption in quasi-static wireless environments. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We consider a spatially correlated RIS which randomly
changes the phases of its elements to induce artificial
randomness in the quasi-static environment. This is the
first time that the spatial correlation between the RIS
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elements is considered in such an application.
• We study the two cases of random phase shift (RPS) for

all the elements and equal phase shift (EPS) in every
change of the phase of the elements and extract the KGR
for each of these cases. It is the first time that the random
equal phase shift in each phase change is considered in an
RIS aided PLKG scenario for quasi-static environments.
It is shown that the EPS scheme effectively exploits the
inherent spatial correlation in the RIS elements. This
scheme results in better KGR and improved randomness
in the generated secret key sequence. However, the widely
used RPS strategy mimics the behavior of the hypotheti-
cally independent channel model for the RIS and fails to
exploit the spatial correlation between the RIS elements.

• Due to the presence of spatial correlation, it is not
possible to directly incorporate the central limit the-
orem (CLT). Accordingly, we present a mathematical
framework which finally leads to deriving a closed-form
expression for KGR.

• To glean further insights, we derive the temporal corre-
lation between the two channel samples for both of the
above cases. We show that unlike the results presented in
the literature, when the realistic RIS model is deployed, it
is needed to subtract the direct channel from the indirect
channel samples to generate a random secret key.

• We propose to generate secret keys from both direct and
indirect probings and formulate an optimization problem
to derive the optimum choice of dedicated time to direct
and indirect probings and the optimum number of times
that the RIS should change the phase of its arrays to maxi-
mize KGR. We propose a sequential convex programming
(SCP) algorithm which is shown to be accurate and fast
converging.

The symbols used in this paper are listed in Table I. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we introduce our system model and the main parameters
used. In Section III, we calculate the correlation between
the channel samples used for PLKG for both EPS and RPS
schemes. The expression for the upper bound of KGR with
spatially correlated RIS is derived in Section IV. Moreover,
we formulate our optimization problem to maximize the KGR
in Section V. Our numeric results are presented in Section VI,
while our conclusions are offered in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In our proposed secret key generation (SKG) system model,
Alice and Bob as legitimate users, aim to generate identical
secret keys over the public channel in the presence of a
passive eavesdropper (Eve), as shown in Fig. 1. Alice, Bob
and Eve are all equipped with a single antenna. Due to the
relatively large coherence time in the channel between Alice
and Bob, an RIS (Rose) assists them with increasing the KGR.
Alice and Bob probe the channel in TDD mode to acquire
correlated measurements of the shared channel to extract secret
keys. Through this process, Eve strives to obtain information
on the generated secret key by listening to Alice and Bob’s
transmissions over the public channel. The RIS with the spatial
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• Dashed Lines: Spatial Correlation of RIS elements

• Solid Lines: Spatial Correlation due to proximity of nodes

Fig. 1: System model: A spatially correlated RIS aids Alice and
Bob to generate secret keys from the quasi-static wireless channel in
the presence of a passive eavesdropper. Lines with the same colors
represent correlated paths.

correlation between its elements acts as a trusted node trying
to enhance the KGR by randomly shifting the phase of its
elements. By doing this, the RIS is able to induce a virtual
fast fading channel and introduce artificial randomness to the
propagation environment.

We assume the channels between the nodes are block-
fading Rayleigh channels with coherence time Tc. This means
through the time interval Tc, the channel coefficients remain
constant. As shown in Fig. 2, to fully exploit the randomness
induced by RIS, we design a protocol consisting of two
steps, namely the direct channel estimation and the aggre-
gate randomly configured sub-reflecting channel estimation.
Specifically, we first estimate the direct channel to exploit its
randomness. Moreover, these measurements will also be used
in step two to mitigate the influence of the direct channel.
Later in Section III, we will show this can lead to have a
negligible correlation between two probings of Alice and Bob.
We assume that the time assigned for direct channel probing
by each of the legitimate parties is equal to Td = Tlos/2,
(Tlos < Tc).

We further assume that the RIS has N reflecting elements
and during step two for each channel coherence time, it
changes the phase of these elements P times. Accordingly, the
effective coherence time of the resulting propagation medium
becomes Te = Tr

P , where Tr is the time assigned for key
generation from aggregate randomly configured sub-reflecting
channel, (Tr < Tc). This means to generate identical secret
keys, Alice and Bob should exchange pilot signals during
the time interval Te in which the propagation environment
parameters are the same for both of them. They send pilots
during each time slot which is equal to Ts =

Te

2 and take turns
in sending pilot signals, i.e. Alice sends pilots in even time
slots, and Bob sends his pilots in odd time slots. After all, the
pilot exchange phase in step two takes Tr = PTe = 2PTs

long. The remaining Tm = Tc−Tlos−Tr time is dedicated to
exchanging the data encrypted by using keys generated from
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Table I: List of symbols

Symbol Description
Tc Coherence time of wireless quasi-static channel
Tlos Direct channel probing time

Tr
Aggregate randomly configured sub-reflecting

channel probing time

Te
Effective coherence time of the randomly

configured channel

P
Number of times the phase of the RIS elements

change within a coherence time
Pa Transmit power of Alice

hij
Direct channel coefficient between

nodes i and j

xd
Public pilot used for the direct

channel probing
σ2
ij Variance of the channel between nodes i and j

ĥij
Estimated direct channel between nodes i and j

during the step 1

hri
Sub-reflective channel vector between node i and

RIS

Φp Diagonal phase shift matrix of RIS in p-th round
of phase change

ĥp
i

Estimated aggregate direct and sub-reflecting
channels in p-th round of phase change

hp
i

Estimated aggregate sub-reflecting channel in p-th
round of phase change

Rij Correlation matrix of RIS elements and node i
dH/dV vertical height/ horizontal width of RIS elements

Symbol Description
Tm Encrypted data exchange time
Td Direct channel probing time for each party

Ts
Time slot duration for probing the randomly

induced channel

Tp
Direct and aggregate randomly configured

sub-reflecting channels probing time

N
Number of RIS

elements
Pb Transmit power of Bob

ni,j
Noise vector in receiver i at phase j during the

step 1

xr
Public pilot used for the randomly configured

sub-reflecting channel probing
σ2
i Variance of noise at node i

n̂i,j/σ̂
2
i,j

Channel estimation noise term/variance at node i
in phase j during the step 1

np
i

Noise vector for receiver i in p-th round of phase
change during the step 2

ϕp
i

Phase of i-th element of RIS in p-th round of
phase change

n̂p
i /σ̂2

i
Aggregate direct and sub-reflecting channels

estimation noise term/variance at node i

ẑpi /σ̂
2
zi

Aggregate sub-reflecting channel estimation noise
term/variance at node i

ρt Maximum permissible correlation
NH/NV Elements per row/column of RIS

Block 1 Block 2 …

Downlink Probing Uplink Probing Uplink/Downlink Encrypted Data Transmission

Coherence Interval

𝑻𝒄

…

Direct Channel 

Probing Time
Aggregate Randomly Configured Sub-

reflecting Channel Probing Time

𝑻𝒍𝒐𝒔 𝑻𝒓

Encrypted Data Exchange Time

𝑻𝒎

𝑻𝒅
𝟏 𝟐

𝒑
𝑷

𝑻𝒆

𝑻𝒑

Dedicated Time for Probing

𝑻𝒔

Fig. 2: Time slot allocation for the spatially correlated RIS-assisted SKG.

the previous two steps.

A. Step 1: Direct Channel Estimation
We estimate the direct channel in this step to exploit

its variation from block to block in secret key generation.
Additionally, the direct channel remains constant during each
time slot. Thus, a strong direct channel can hinder our efforts
in generating a random key sequence from the aggregate
randomly configured sub-reflecting RIS channel. To estimate
the direct channel, Alice and Bob turn off the RIS and
exchange public pilots with each other. Eve also receives these

pilot signals. The transmitted pilot signal by Alice is received
by Bob and Eve as

yi,1 =
√

Pahaixd + ni,1, , i ∈ {b, e}, (1)

while the pilot signal received by Alice and Eve sent by Bob
is

yi,2 =
√
Pbhbixd + ni,2, , i ∈ {a, e}. (2)

In (1) and (2), xd ∈ CTd×1 is the public pilot signal, where
Td is also assumed to be the length of the pilot signal in
the direct channel probing. Additionally, Pa and Pb are the
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transmit power of Alice and Bob and hai ∼ CN (0, σ2
ai) and

hbi ∼ CN (0, σ2
bi) are the direct channel coefficients from Al-

ice to i, i = {b, e} and from Bob to i, i = {a, e}, respectively.
Moreover, ni,1ni,2 ∼ CN (0, σ2

i I) are the independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex additive white Gaussian
noise vectors. We assume the receivers exploit the least squares
(LS) method to obtain CSI. Accordingly, the CSI measured by
Bob and Eve can be written as

ĥai =
xH
d yi,1√

Pa||xd||2
= hai +

1√
PaTd

ni,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n̂i,1

, i ∈ {b, e}, (3)

while the CSI measured by Alice and Eve is

ĥbi =
xH
d yi,2√

Pb||xd||2
= hbi +

1√
PbTd

ni,2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n̂i,2

, i ∈ {a, e}. (4)

We note that n̂i,1 ∼ CN (0, σ̂2
i,1 = σ2

i /(PaTd)) and n̂i,2 ∼
CN (0, σ̂2

i,2 = σ2
i /(PbTd)) are estimation noise terms and

σ̂2
ai = σ2

ai + σ2
i /(PaTd) and σ̂2

bi = σ2
bi + σ2

i /(PbTd) denote
the variance of the estimated channels. Moreover, ||.||2 denotes
the Euclidean norm of a vector.

B. Step 2: Aggregate Randomly Configured Sub-Reflecting
Channel Estimation

At this step, during the pilot exchange phase the transmitted
pilot of Alice is received by Bob and Eve as

yp
i,1 =

√
Pa(hai + hH

riΦ
phar)xr + np

i , i ∈ {b, e}, (5)

where xr ∈ CTs×1 is the public pilot signal and Ts is the pilot
signal length. Additionally, har ∈ CN×1 is the channel vector
for Alice-Rose link and hri ∈ CN×1 is the channel from Rose
to the receiver i. Let Φp = diag[ejϕ

p
1 , ..., ejϕ

p
N ] be the diagonal

phase shift matrix of RIS with size N in the p-th round of
channel probing. We note that in the EPS scheme, we have
the equal phase shifts in a given p, i.e., ϕp

1 = ... = ϕp
N while

this equality does not hold in the RPS scheme. Moreover, it is
possible to configure the phase shifts by uniformly quantizing
the interval [0, 2π), i.e., {0, 2π

2B
, ..., (2B−1)2π

2B
}, where B is the

number of quantization bits. In (5), ni
p ∼ CN (0, σ2

i I) is the
i.i.d. complex additive white Gaussian noise vector.

Similarly, in the subsequent time slot Bob sends his probing
sequence and the received signal at Alice and Eve is

yp
i,2 =

√
Pb(hbi + hH

riΦ
phbr)xr + np

i , i ∈ {a, e} (6)

where hbr ∈ CN×1 denotes the channel from Bob to Rose.
Accordingly, the equivalent estimated channels at each node

can be calculated based on observations in (5) and (6) as

ĥp
a =

xH
r yp

a,2√
Pb||xr||2

= hba + hH
raΦ

phbr +
1√
PbTs

np
a︸ ︷︷ ︸

n̂p
a

, (7a)

ĥp
b =

xH
r yp

b,1√
Pa||xr||2

= hab + hH
rbΦ

phar +
1√
PaTs

np
b︸ ︷︷ ︸

n̂p
b

, (7b)

ĥp
ae =

xH
r yp

e,1√
Pa||xr||2

= hae + hH
reΦ

phar +
1√
PaTs

np
ae︸ ︷︷ ︸

n̂p
ae

, (7c)

ĥp
be =

xH
r yp

e,2√
Pb||xr||2

= hbe + hH
reΦ

phbr +
1√
PbTs

np
be︸ ︷︷ ︸

n̂p
be

, (7d)

where n̂p
a ∼ CN (0, σ̂2

a = σ2
a/(PbTs)), n̂

p
b ∼ CN (0, σ̂2

b =
σ2
b/(PaTs)), n̂p

ae ∼ CN (0, σ̂2
ae = σ2

e/(PaTs)) and n̂p
be ∼

CN (0, σ̂2
be = σ2

e/(PbTs)) are the estimation error at Alice,
Bob and Eve. To extract secret keys from reflecting channels,
Alice and Bob subtract their measurements from step 1 from
the estimated channels in step 2 to mitigate the influence
of the direct channel and Eve also follows the same steps.
Accordingly, the samples according to which the secret keys
are generated are

hp
a = ĥp

a − ĥba = hH
raΦ

phbr + n̂p
a − n̂a,2︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẑp
a

, (8a)

hp
b = ĥp

b − ĥab = hH
rbΦ

phar + n̂p
b − n̂b,1︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẑp
b

, (8b)

hp
ae = ĥp

ae − ĥae = hH
reΦ

phar + n̂p
ae − n̂e,1︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẑp
ae

, (8c)

hp
be = ĥp

be − ĥbe = hH
reΦ

phbr + n̂p
be − n̂e,2︸ ︷︷ ︸

ẑp
be

. (8d)

We note that the subtracted noise terms in (8a) through (8d)
are independent random variables (RVs). Accordingly, ẑpa ∼
CN (0, σ̂2

za = σ2
a/(PbTd) + σ2

a/(PbTs)), ẑ
p
b ∼ CN (0, σ̂2

zb
=

σ2
b/(PaTd) + σ2

b/(PaTs)), ẑpae ∼ CN (0, σ̂2
zae

= σ2
e/(PaTd) +

σ2
e/(PaTs)) and ẑpbe ∼ CN (0, σ̂2

zbe
= σ2

e/(PbTd) +
σ2
e/(PbTs)).
We further note that we take into account correlated

Rayleigh fading channel. Mathematically, the channels are
described as

hij ∼ CN (0, σ2
ij) hir ∼ (0,Rir) i, j = {a, b, e}, (9)

.
In (9), σ2

ij is the path-loss between i and j and Rir is the
correlation matrix of the RIS elements. Here we adopt the RIS
channel correlation model proposed in [37]. Accordingly, Rir

is given by
Rir = σ2

irdHdV︸ ︷︷ ︸
κir

R, (10)

in which

[R]i,j = sinc(2||ui − uj ||/λ) i, j = 1, ..., N. (11)
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In (10) and (11), dH and dV are the vertical height and
horizontal width of each RIS element, λ is the wavelength
of the plane wave and uα = [0,mod(α − 1, NH)dH , ⌊(α −
1)/NH⌋dV ]T , α ∈ {i, j}, where NH and NV denote the
elements per row and per column of the two-dimensional
rectangular RIS.

Given the channel estimates in (3), (4) and (8), the maxi-
mum achievable KGR is given by [45] and [46] as

Rs =
1

2Td
I(ĥab; ĥba|ĥae, ĥbe)

+
1

2PTs

P∑
p=1

I

(
hp
a;h

p
b |h

p
ae, h

p
be

)
. (12)

Remark 1: It may seem desirable to exploit the randomness in
the reflecting channels of the RIS as we did so with the direct
channel. In fact, this approach is considered in some studies,
e.g., [25]. However, here based on the following, we do not
recommend incorporating the reflective paths separately in the
SKG process:

• Due to the presence of the inherent correlation between
the reflective channels, using them in the SKG process
will boost the correlation in the finally generated key
sequence.

• To exploit the randomness of the reflective paths, Alice
and bob should send pilots to the RIS to estimate the
reflective channels. Accordingly, the third party control-
ling the RIS knows the corresponding reflective paths
besides the random phase shifts. If the third party is not
necessarily trusted, the SKG process will be seriously
jeoperdized.

• One may argue that the indirect channel estimation will
be necessary for the data transmission phase and ac-
cordingly we can exploit its randomness in the SKG
phase. However, estimating the reflective paths is not
always favorable as it requires relatively complicated
signal processing and substantial training overhead [44].
In fact, there are numerous applications in which the
phase shifts of the RIS elements are randomly altered
to boost communication quality [40]–[44]. In such appli-
cations, estimating the indirect channels merely to exploit
their randomness in the SKG process is not an efficient
approach.

Unlike [24], [31], [32], we are not able to incorporate CLT
to calculate the second mutual information term in (12) as
we take into account the correlated channel coefficients. To
elaborate, we assume two common scenarios namely EPS
and RPS. In the following, we will calculate the correlation
coefficient between two different probings in the second step
ρ(p1,p2) and evaluate SKG based on (12) for the formerly
mentioned scenarios.

III. CORRELATION BETWEEN SUBSEQUENT PROBINGS

The rationale behind using the RIS in our system model is
to introduce randomness to a quasi-static wireless channel.
Accordingly, it is vital to quantify the correlation between
the two probings at Alice and Bob. In this section, we will
evaluate this correlation for EPS and RPS schemes. Moreover,

here we consider the case in which the two legitimate parties
generate secret keys without mitigating the influence of the
direct channel. Accordingly, our analysis in this section will
include the four cases of EPS and RPS with and without a
direct path in channel samples.

A. Correlation in the presence of the direct path

When the direct path is present, the correlation is given by
the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The correlation coefficient between two channel
samples is given by

ρ(p1,p2) =
σ2
ij + tr

{
RirE

[
Φp2H

]
RjrE [Φp1 ]

}
σ2
ij + tr

{
E
[
RirΦpl

HRjrΦpl

]}
+ σ̂2

j

, (13)

where l ∈ {1, 2}, i, j ∈ {a, b} and tr{.} and E[.] denote the
trace and expectation operators ,respectively.

Proof: Please see Appendix A.

Lemma 1. The correlation coefficient between two probings
when RPS is applied in RIS elements is given by

ρ(p1,p2)
rpsj

=
σ2
ij

σ2
ij + tr {Rjr ◦Rir}+ σ̂2

j

, (14)

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product.

Proof: We denote the random phase shift matrix of RIS
as Φpl = diag[ejϕ

pl
1 , ..., ejϕ

pl
N ], where ϕpl

i ∼ U(−π, π),
i ∈ {1, ..., N} and l ∈ {1, 2}. Accordingly, E [Φp1 ] =

E
[
Φp2H

]
= 0. Furthermore,

tr
{
E
[
RirΦ

plHRjrΦ
pl

]}
=

N∑
n=1

N∑
m=1

rnmir rnmjr E
{
ej(ϕ

pl
n −ϕ

pl
m )

}
(a)
=

N∑
n=1

rnnir rnnjr = tr {Rjr ◦Rir} , (15)

where (a) holds because E
{
ej(ϕ

pl
n −ϕ

pl
m )

}
= 1, if n = m.

Otherwise, E
{
ej(ϕ

pl
n −ϕ

pl
m )

}
= 0. Substituting in (13) we

obtain (14).

Lemma 2. The correlation coefficient between two probings
when EPS is applied in RIS elements is given by

ρ(p1,p2)
epsj

=
σ2
ij

σ2
ij + tr {RjrRir}+ σ̂2

j

, (16)

Proof: We denote the equal phase shift in each probing as
Φpl = ejϕ

pl I where ϕpl ∼ U(−π, π), l ∈ {1, 2}. Accordingly,
E [Φp1 ] = E

[
Φp2H

]
= 0. Additionally,

tr
{
E
[
RirΦ

plHRjrΦ
pl

]}
= tr

{
E
[
Rire

−jϕplRjre
jϕpl

]}
,

=tr {RjrRir} (17)

Substituting in (13), we obtain (16).
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B. Correlation without the direct channel

When the direct channel influence is mitigated, ρ(p1,p2) is
given by the subsequent theorem.

Theorem 2. The correlation coefficient between two channel
samples is calculated as

ρ(p1,p2) =
tr
{
RirE

[
Φp2H

]
RjrE [Φp1 ]

}
+ σ̂2

j,k

tr
{
E
[
RirΦpl

HRjrΦpl

]}
+ σ̂2

zj

, (18)

where k = 1 if j = b and k = 2 if j = a.

Proof: Please see Appendix B.

Lemma 3. The correlation coefficient between two probings
when RPS is applied in RIS elements is given by

ρ(p1,p2)
rpsj

=
σ̂2
j,k

tr {Rjr ◦Rir}+ σ̂2
zj

, (19)

and for EPS is

ρ(p1,p2)
epsj

=
σ̂2
j,k

tr {RjrRir}+ σ̂2
zj

. (20)

Proof: Using the same steps in proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2,
it is straightforward to obtain the expressions in (19) and (20).

Remark 2: We argue that the spatial correlation considered
in our scenario does not have any contribution to boosting
ρ(p1,p2). As stated before, since we do not use the individual
reflective correlated paths in the SKG process, the existing
spatial correlation does not have a negative impact on the
randomness of the final secret key sequence. Accordingly,
ρ(p1,p2) is only dealing with the temporal correlation of the
channel samples which is suppressed by the random phase
shifts in the RIS elements.

IV. SPATIALLY CORRELATED RIS SECRET KEY CAPACITY
UPPER BOUND

In this section, we intend to calculate the mutual information
terms in (12). Since CLT is not applicable in our system
model due to the spatial correlation between RIS elements,
we devise a new approach which exploits eigenvalue decom-
position (EVD) to obtain KGR. The following Theorems are
prerequisites for our EVD approach.

Theorem 3. Let Θ and X be two independent RVs with dis-
tributions Θ ∼ U(−π, π) and X ∼ CN (0, σ2), respectively.
The RV, Y = XejΘ is complex Gaussian with distribution
Y ∼ CN (0, σ2).

Proof: We denote the amplitude and phase of X as R
and Ψ where they are independent with distributions R ∼
Rayleigh(σ2/2) and Ψ ∼ U(−π, π). Moreover, we can write
Y = Rej(Ψ+Θ) = RejΦ. As Φ is the sum of two independent
uniform Rvs distributed in the interval (−π, π), it has the
distribution Φ ∼ U(−π, π). Accordingly, Y = RejΦ has a
complex Gaussian distribution with mean and variance the
same as X .

Theorem 4. Let Θ be an N ×N random matrix defined as
Θ = diag[ejθ1 , ..., ejθN ] where θi ∼ U(−π, π), i ∈ 1, ..., N .

Additionally, g is an N × 1 random vector with distribution
g ∼ CN (0,C) where CN×N denotes the correlation matrix
between the entries of g. The random vector h = Θg has
the distribution h ∼ CN (0, diag[c1, ..., cN ]) where, ci, i ∈
1, ..., N are the diagonal elements of C.

Proof: For each entry of h we can write hi = gie
jθi , where

gi is an entry of g. According to Theorem 3, hi has a complex
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance ci. For the
correlation between two entries of h, namely hi and hj , i ̸= j
we can write

E
{
hih

∗
j

}
= E

{
gig

∗
j

}
E
{
ejθi

}
E
{
e−jθj

}
= 0 (21)

Accordingly, the entries of h are uncorrelated complex Gaus-
sian RVs which implies they are independent with distribution
h ∼ CN (0,diag[c1, ..., cN ]).

To calculate KGR the challenging part is to deal with the
correlated terms within hH

riΦ
phjr, i, j ∈ {a, b, e}, in (8).

Without the loss of generality, we can express the channel gain
vectors hri and hjr in terms of their correlation matrices as
hri = R

1
2
rigri and hjr = R

1
2
jrgjr, where gri,gjr ∼ CN (0, I).

Now we have the prerequisites to calculate the KGR for our
system model.

A. KGR for RPS scheme

To obtain KGR we firstly write the term hH
riΦ

phjr as

hH
riΦ

phjr = gH
riR

1
2
riu

p
jr, (22)

where up
jr = Φphjr. According to Theorem 4 and equations

(10) and (11), the entries of up
jr are i.i.d. complex Gaussian

RVs with distribution up
jr ∼ CN (o, κjrI). We perform the

EVD on R
1
2
ri as R

1
2
ri = QriΣriQ

H
ri where Qri is an N ×N

complex unitary matrix and Σri is an N×N diagonal matrix,
i.e., Σri = diag[λ1

ri, ..., λ
N
ri]. Accordingly, we can rewrite (22)

as
hH
riΦ

phjr = gH
riQri︸ ︷︷ ︸
wH

ri

Σri Q
H
riu

p
jr︸ ︷︷ ︸

wjr

. (23)

Since Qri is a unitary matrix, the new channel vectors are
wri ∼ CN (0, I), wjr ∼ CN (0, κjrI). Now that we are
dealing with the sum of independent RVs in (23), we can
assert that for N ≫ 1, hH

riΦ
phjr is complex Gaussian with

CN (0, κjr

∑N
n=1 λ

n
ri

2). Accordingly, we could transform cor-
related channel vector entries to i.i.d. entries through applying
Theorem 4 and performing EVD.

B. KGR for EPS scheme

In the EPS case for the phase shift matrix of RIS we have
Φp = ejϕ

p

I, ϕp ∼ U(−π, π). Accordingly, we can write

hH
riΦ

phjr = ejϕ
p

gH
ri R

1
2
riR

1
2
jr︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ψij

gjr. (24)

Performing EVD on Ψij , we can write Ψij = PijΞijP
H
ij ,

where Pij is an N × N complex unitary matrix and Ξij
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is an N × N diagonal matrix, i.e., Ξij = diag[ρ1ij , ..., ρ
N
ij ].

Accordingly,

hH
riΦ

phjr = ejϕ
p

gH
riPij︸ ︷︷ ︸
vH
ri

Ξij P
H
ijgjr︸ ︷︷ ︸
vjr

. (25)

Since Pij is a unitary matrix, the new channel vectors are
vri ∼ CN (0, I), vjr ∼ CN (0, I) and for N ≫ 1 we
can apply CLT on xij = vH

riΞijvjr as xij is the sum of
independent RVs. This leads to xij ∼ CN (0,

∑N
n=1 ρ

n
ij

2).
Finally,

hH
riΦ

phjr = ejϕ
p

xij = yij , (26)

in which according to Theorem 3, yij is a complex Gaus-
sian RV with the same mean and variance as xij , yij ∼
CN (0,

∑N
n=1 ρ

n
ij

2).

We remark that the variance of hH
riΦ

phjr obtained in this
section is equal to the expression calculated in Section III. In
other words, we have

κjr

N∑
n=1

λn
ri

2 = tr {Rjr ◦Rir} , (27)

N∑
n=1

ρnij
2 = tr {RjrRir} . (28)

Verifying the above equations is straightforward using the
well-known properties of eigenvalues. Now that we have the
statistical properties of our channel samples, we can evaluate
the KGR.

Theorem 5. The maximum achievable KGR in RIS-assisted
wireless network with spatial correlation between RIS ele-
ments is

Rs =
1

2Td
log2 Λ(Ω) +

1

2Ts
log2 Λ(∆) (29)

where by defining v = (x1, x2, x3, x4, y1, y2, y3, y4),
Λ(v) is defined at the top of the next page
and Ω = (Ω1,Ω2,Ω3,Ω4, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4), ∆ =

(∆1,∆2,∆3,∆4, δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4). Moreover we have

Ω1 = υaa = σ2
ab + σ̂2

a,2, (31)

Ω2 = υbb = σ2
ab + σ̂2

b,1, (32)

Ω3 = υaeae = σ2
ae + σ̂2

e,1, (33)

Ω4 = υbebe = σ2
be + σ̂2

e,2, (34)

ω1 = υab = υba = σ2
ab, (35)

ω2 = υaebe = υbeae = ρabσaeσbe, (36)
ω3 = υaae = υaea = υbae = υaeb = ρbeσaeσab, (37)
ω4 = υabe = υbbe = υbea = υbeb = ρaeσabσbe, (38)

∆1 =ηaa = tr {Rar ⊙Rbr}+ σ̂2
za , (39)

∆2 =ηbb = tr {Rar ⊙Rbr}+ σ̂2
zb
, (40)

∆3 =ηaeae = tr {Rar ⊙Rer}+ σ̂2
zae

, (41)

∆4 =ηbebe = tr {Rbr ⊙Rer}+ σ̂2
zbe

, (42)
δ1 =ηab = ηba = tr {Rar ⊙Rbr} , (43)
δ2 =ηaebe = ηbeae = ρab

√
κar

√
κbrκre

× tr {R⊙R} , (44)
δ3 =ηaae = ηaea = ηbae = ηaeb = ρbe

√
κer

×
√
κbrκratr {R⊙R} , (45)

δ4 =ηabe = ηbbe = ηbea = ηbeb = ρae
√
κer

×
√
κarκrbtr {R⊙R} , (46)

where we have accounted for the reciprocal channels be-
tween the nodes σ2

ij = σ2
ji, i, j ∈ {a, b, e}. Additionally,

ρij = J0(2πdij/λ) denotes the spatial correlation coefficient
between the channels of nodes i and j, where J0(.) is the
zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, λ is the wave-
length and dij is the distance between the two nodes. Finally,
⊙ denotes the matrix multiplication when EPS is deployed in
RIS while it denotes Hadamard product in RPS mode.

Proof: Please see Appendix C.

V. OPTIMIZATION OF SAMPLING PERIOD AND PROBING
TIME

In this section, we intend to develop an optimization
framework to determine the optimum sampling period and
probing time for direct and aggregate randomly configured
sub-reflective channel. In fact, the idea of implementing ran-
dom shifts in RIS to enhance KGR has its own limitations.
Specifically, one may assume that by reducing the sampling
period Ts we can obtain more channel samples and increase
the KGR. However, reducing Ts will lead to a reduction in
the number of bits extracted from each sample [29]. This is
because reducing Ts will enhance the channel estimation noise
power and accordingly limit the KGR. Moreover, choosing
a large Ts will hinder the maximum utilization of RIS in
generating secret keys. Therefore, the optimum selection of
Ts is vital to achieve the maximum KGR. We further note
that it is important to optimally allocate the overall probing
time between the direct and reflective paths as this can affect
both the correlation between the samples and the maximum
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Λ(v) =

[
x1(x3x4 − y22) + 2y2y3y4 − y24x3 − y23x4

] [
x2(x3x4 − y22) + 2y2y3y4 − y24x3 − y23x4

]
(x3x4 − y22) [(x1 + x2 − 2y1)(2y2y3y4 − y24x3 − y23x4)− (x3x4 − y22)(y

2
1 − x1x2)]

(30)

achievable KGR. Accordingly, we formulate our optimization
problem as

max
Td,Tr,Ts

Rs, (47a)

s.t. : 2Td + Tr = Tp, (47b)

Ts ≤
Tr

2
, (47c)

max{ρ(p1,p2)
sa , ρ(p1,p2)

sb
} ≤ ρt, (47d)

where s ∈ {rps, eps} and ρt and Tp denote the maximum
permissible correlation between the channel samples and the
dedicated time to probing within a coherence time of the
channel, respectively. Substituting (47b) into (47c), we can
reformulate the optimization problem as

max
Td,Ts

Rs, (48a)

s.t. : Ts + Td ≤ Tp

2
, (48b)

ρ(p1,p2)
sa ≤ ρt, (48c)

ρ(p1,p2)
sb

≤ ρt. (48d)

To provide more insights into the objective function, we have
plotted the KGR versus Td and Ts in Fig. 3 for different levels
of transmit power in Alice and Bob. In both Fig. 3.a and Fig.
3.b, we can observe that there is an optimum value for Td and
Ts, respectively which maximizes the KGR given in (48a).
This observation is our motivation in raising the optimization
problem in (48).

Remark 3: To enhance the randomness in generated secret
keys, we subtracted the direct channel coefficient from the
aggregate sub-reflective channel. Accordingly, the channel
estimation error (CEE) in the second term of (29) is the
aggregate of CEE in both direct and indirect probings. How-
ever, maximizing Td to minimize the estimation error is not
an optimum strategy. This is because of the contribution of
the direct channel in KGR, reflected in the first term of (29).
Accordingly, reckless maximizing of Td can degrade the KGR
generated by the direct path. This trade off shows the existence
of an optimum value for Td reflected in curves of Fig. 3.a.

Remark 4: As stated before, reducing Ts can hinder the
SKG process by enhancing the CEE in the indirect probing
phase. According to Fig. 3.b in the higher levels of transmit
power, the optimal value for Ts gets smaller. This means that
in a given Tr, the RIS can change the phase of its arrays more
rapidly in high transmit powers and accordingly, enhance the
KGR. We will further discuss the details in the next section.

Here, we intend to develop an optimization algorithm based
on SCP, to derive the optimum Ts and Td, namely Ts

⋆ and
Td

⋆, for (48). We remark that the objective function (48a) is
non-concave. Additionally, the inequality conditions (48c) and
(48d) are also non-concave due to the presence of TdTs term
in them. To deal with the non-concavity problem, we apply
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Fig. 3: KGR versus allocated time for direct probing and aggregate
randomly configured sub-reflective channel probing for different
levels of transmit power in the nodes.

the second order Taylor expansion of the objective function
and (48c) and (48d) constraints as

f̂ (m+1) (T) = f
(
T(m)

)
+∇f

(
T(m)

)T (
T−T(m)

)
+

1

2

(
T−T(m)

)T (
∇2f

(
T(m)

))
+

(
T−T(m)

)
, (49)

where T = [Td Ts]
T , f ∈ {Rs, ρ

(p1,p2)
sa , ρ

(p1,p2)
sb }, Tm is the

point at which we approximate the f in step m of the algorithm
and (.)+ denotes the positive semi-definite (PSD) part of the
Hessian matrix. Therefore, we have successfully transferred
the non-concave problem in (48) into a concave problem.
Algorithm 1 details the proposed SCP based algorithm, where
M is the maximum number of iterations.

In Algorithm 1, due to the approximation of the two
inequality constraints by the second order Taylor expansion, it
is possible that the obtained T(m) at each step does not satisfy
the exact correlation constraints. Accordingly, we check this
possibility in the following conditional expression to exclude
the T(m)’s which do not satisfy the correlation constraints
from the final step. Accordingly, it is not necessary to set
feasible initial values for Td and Ts. Throughout this paper,
we use the recommended initial values in all of the presented
results. We further remark that computing the PSD part of
the Hessian matrices in each iteration is not computationally
demanding as the Hessians are 2 × 2 matrices. We further
note that the proposed algorithm converges fast and as we will
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Algorithm 1 Proposed SCP Based Iterative Optimization
Input: Rar,Rbr, σ

2
ab, Pa, Pb, ρab, ρae, ρbe, ρ

t, Tp,M
Output: Td, Ts

1: Initialization: for m = 0

• T
(0)
d = 0.4Tp

• T
(0)
s = 0.16Tp

2: repeat (SCP Algorithm for Td and Ts)
3: Update m = m+ 1.
4: Solve the concave program to obtain T

(m)
d and T

(m)
s :

max
Td,Ts

R̂(m)
s (T)

s.t : Td + Ts ≤
Tp

2
,

ρ̂(p1,p2)
(m)

sa (T) ≤ ρt,

ρ̂(p1,p2)
(m)

sb
(T) ≤ ρt,

5: if ρ
(p1,p2)

(m)

sa

(
T(m)

)
≥ ρt or

6: ρ
(p1,p2)

(m)

sb

(
T(m)

)
≥ ρt then

7: R
(m)
s

(
T(m)

)
= 0

8: end if
9: until m = M .

10: calculate T ⋆
d , T

⋆
s as:

T ⋆
d , T

⋆
s = argmax

T(m)

R(m)
s

(
T(m)

)

show in the following section, it only requires a few iterations
to converge to an optimum point.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we intend to discuss the vital parameters
affecting the KGR in the presence of a spatially correlated
RIS and present our numerical results. In all the following
results, unless otherwise stated, we assume an square RIS with
NH = Nv = 30 and the element sizes of dH = dV = 0.15m.
The channel variances are given by σ2

ij = Gi + Gj +
10ζij log10 (dij/d0) + σ2

0 , where i, j ∈ {a, b, r, e}, σ2
0 = −30

dB is the path loss at d0 = 1 m and Gi = Gj = 4 dBi
denote the antenna gains at Alice, Bob and Eve and 0 dBi
for Rose. Additionally, the distance between the nodes are
considered as dab = 70 m, dae = 0.15 m, dar = 4 m,
dbe = dab − dae, dre = dar and drb =

√
d2ab + d2ar − dabdae,

where without the loss of generality, we have assumed that the
all nodes are located in a two-dimensional plane and Eve is
closer to Alice so that its observed channel can be correlated
with the legitimate ones. The path loss exponents are assumed
as ζab = ζbe = 4.8, ζae = ζar = ζer = 2.1 and ζbr = 2.2.
Moreover, we assume the carrier frequency is fc = 1 GHz,
the system bandwidth is BW = 10 MHz and the noise figure at
Alice, Bob and Eve to be NF = 5 dB. We further set Tc = 1sec,
Tp = Tc/10, Tlos = Tp/10, Tr = Tp − Tlos and P = 5.

Ensuring randomness in the generated secret key sequence
is a vital prerequisite in PLKG. Fig. 4, demonstrates the
correlation between the two channel samples used in the
PLKG process. We can observe that mitigating the impact of

Fig. 4: Correlation coefficient for EPS and RPS schemes in the pres-
ence and absence of direct path in the SKG process (Pa = Pb = 24
dBm).

the direct channel can lead to considerably lower correlation
and thus improved randomness of the generated key sequence.
Despite assuming path loss exponents twice larger than the
indirect paths in the direct channel, the correlation is still high
even for the large number of N . In fact, in the case of the
direct channel being present with RPS, meeting the condition
N ≫ σ2

ab/(d
2
Hd2V σ

2
raσ

2
br) requires way more RIS elements

than the N ≫ σ2
ab/(σ

2
raσ

2
br) stated in [24]. This shows that

when taking a practical RIS model into account with isotropic
scattering elements, mitigating the impact of the direct channel
should be considered to avoid a strong correlation in the final
generated bit sequence. Moreover, the figure shows that the
EPS scheme leads to a lower correlation than the RPS either
when the impact of the direct path is mitigated or not. This
shows that by employing EPS we can exploit the correlation
between the reflected paths to enhance the randomness in the
final secret key sequence.

Fig. 5, explores the impact of various parameters on the
correlation when the impact of the direct channel is mitigated.
It shows how the increase of the transmit power can enhance
the randomness in the final key sequence. This is because
the transmit power enhancement will lead to an accurate
estimation of the direct channel. Accordingly, the two sides
can effectively remove the impact of the direct channel which
is the main contributor to a strong correlation. Moreover,
increasing the channel probation time in direct probing has the
same impact. However, this should be considered precisely as
reckless increasing of Td can hinder the benefit of the random
phase shifting in RIS to boost the KGR. Accordingly, we have
considered the correlation term in our optimization problem in
(48) to account for this trade-off. Finally, we can observe that
the EPS scheme exploits the intrinsic correlation between the
RIS elements to further mitigate the correlation. Accordingly,
switching to the lower frequencies which leads to a stronger
correlation between the indirect paths leads to a lower ρ(p1,p2)
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Fig. 5: Correlation coefficient versus transmit power when the impact
of the direct channel is mitigated.

in EPS. However, this has no impact when RPS is deployed.
Fig. 6, demonstrates the KGR in (29) for the EPS and RPS

schemes when the eavesdropper channel is independent of
the legitimate channels. We can observe that the EPS scheme
outperforms the RPS for the whole range of transmit power.
In fact, the spatial correlation between the RIS elements is the
cause of this difference. To be specific, in the RPS case, the
random phase shifts of the RIS elements can lead to either
constructive or destructive addition of the reflected signals
from RIS. However, in a spatially correlated RIS, the equal
phase between the RIS elements will not alter the phase of
the transmitted signal dramatically. Accordingly, there is a
high probability that the reflected signals from the RIS add
up constructively in the destination. This can also be inferred
from (27) and (28). According to (27), deploying RPS in a spa-
tially correlated RIS is equivalent to deploying a hypothetical
uncorrelated RIS and the correlation enhancement within R,
will not affect the KGR of the system. This is reflected in Fig.
6 as we can observe that lowering the carrier frequency does
not have any impact on KGR in the RPS scheme. However,
it has enhanced the KGR by increasing tr {RjrRir} in the
EPS case. This observation reveals that deploying EPS in a
spatially correlated RIS is the optimum strategy and it can
lead to a higher KGR if the spatial correlation between the
RIS elements is enhanced.

However, if the condition of the uncorrelated eavesdropper
is not satisfied, the idea of using the lowest available carrier
frequency will not necessarily lead to higher KGR. Fig. 7,
clearly shows that exploiting lower carrier frequencies or
equivalently higher wavelengths can degrade the KGR in the
EPS case. The figure shows there is an optimal frequency
in which the KGR is maximized and further decreasing the
frequency can degrade the KGR of the EPS scheme. Addition-
ally, we can observe increasing the wavelength has merely a
negative impact in the RPS case. The maximum point is the
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Fig. 6: KGR with EPS and RPS schemes when the channel of
eavesdropper is independent of the channel of legitimate nodes.
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Fig. 7: KGR of EPS and RPS schemes versus frequency for Pa =
Pb = 24 dBm

result of fluctuations in the J0(.) and as in a real practical
scenario it is not easy to locate the exact position of a passive
attacker, it can not be exploited during the SKG process.
Accordingly, we can state that in the RPS scheme switching
to lower frequencies in the SKG stage can generally lead to
the degradation of the resulting rate while in the EPS case,
it should take place carefully for the correlated eavesdropper
channel.

Fig. 8, contrasts the performance of our SCP based opti-
mization algorithm with the results obtained by the exhaustive
search (ES). We define NTd

= 1/ζTd
and NTs = 1/ζTs , where

ζTd
and ζTs denote the search step size for Td and Ts in

our ES algorithm. Here, we have set ζTd
= ζTs = 10−2.

Furthermore, we assumed the maximum permissible correla-
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Fig. 8: Contrasting the performance of Algorithm 1 with the ES
results for M = 20.

tion between the channel samples ρt = 0.1 which is shown
to be sufficient in the SKG applications [47]. We have also
accounted for the EPS scheme. It can be observed that our
algorithm outperforms the ES when direct and indirect probing
samples are jointly considered in the SKG process. The gap
between the two approaches becomes significant in high SNRs.
Moreover, when we utilize only the indirect probing samples,
the two algorithms lead nearly to the same rate. However, our
algorithm is considerably time efficient compared to the ES.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this contribution, for the first time, we took into account
the impact of spatial correlation between the RIS elements to
study its impact on the SKG in a quasi-static environment. We
showed that in comparison to the widely considered random
independent phase shifts between the elements, EPS can lead
to a higher KGR in most cases. We further proposed to
exploit the randomness of direct and randomly configured sub-
reflective channels separately to avoid a strong correlation
between the symbols of generated random key sequence.
Moreover, we showed that it is vital to optimally allocate
the direct and indirect time for probing the channel in each
coherence time as the limited power can lead to significant
CEE. Accordingly, we proposed an SCP based algorithm
which is shown to be accurate and time efficient.

APPENDIX A

Based on (7), we consider two channel samples, namely sp1

and sp2 as

sp1 = hij + hH
rjΦ

p1hir + n̂p1

j , (51)

sp2 = hij + hH
rjΦ

p2hir + n̂p2

j . (52)

We seek to calculate the cross correlation E[sp1sp2
∗
] and

the variance E
[
|spl |2

]
, l ∈ {1, 2}. Accordingly, for the cross

correlation we can write

E
[
sp1sp2

∗
]
= E

[
|hij |2

]
+ E

[
hH
rjΦ

p1hirhir
HΦp2Hhrj

]
= σ2

ij + E
[
tr
{
hirhir

HΦp2Hhrjh
H
rjΦ

p1

}]
= σ2

ij + tr
{
RirE

[
Φp2H

]
RjrE [Φp1 ]

}
. (53)

Additionally, for the variance we have

E
[
|spl |2

]
= E

[
|hij |2

]
+ E

[
hH
rjΦ

plhirhir
HΦplHhrj

]
+ σ̂2

j

= σ2
ij + E

[
tr
{
hH
rjΦ

plhirhir
HΦplHhrj

}]
+ σ̂2

j

= σ2
ij + E

[
tr
{
hirhir

HΦplHhrjh
H
rjΦ

pl

}]
+ σ̂2

j

=σ2
ij + tr

{
E
[
hirhir

H
]
E
[
ΦplHhrjh

H
rjΦ

pl

]}
+ σ̂2

j

= σ2
ij + E

[
tr
{
hrjh

H
rjΦ

plRirΦ
plH

}]
+ σ̂2

j

= σ2
ij + tr

{
E
[
hrjh

H
rj

]
E
[
ΦplRirΦ

plH
]}

+ σ̂2
j

= σ2
ij + tr

{
E
[
RirΦ

plHRjrΦ
pl

]}
+ σ̂2

j . (54)

Substituting into ρ(p1,p2) = E[sp1sp2∗]
E[|spl |2] , we obtain the expres-

sion in (13).

APPENDIX B

Based on (8), we consider two channel samples, namely sp1

and sp2 as

sp1 = hH
rjΦ

p1hir + ẑp1

j , (55)

sp2 = hH
rjΦ

p2hir + ẑp2

j . (56)

We need to calculate the cross correlation between the above
samples. Accordingly, we have

E
[
sp1sp2

∗
]
= E

[
hH
rjΦ

p1hirhir
HΦp2Hhrj

]
+ E

[
ẑp1

j ẑp2
∗

j

]
(53)
= tr

{
RirE

[
Φp2H

]
RjrE [Φp1 ]

}
+ E

[
ẑp1

j ẑp2
∗

j

]
(a)
= tr

{
RirE

[
Φp2H

]
RjrE [Φp1 ]

}
+ σ̂2

j,k, (57)

where (a) holds because E
[
ẑp1

j ẑp2
∗

j

]
= E

[
n̂j,kn̂

∗
j,k

]
= σ̂2

j,k.
Moreover,

E
[
|spl |2

]
= E

[
hH
rjΦ

plhirhir
HΦplHhrj

]
+ E

[
|ẑpl

j |2
]

(54)
= tr

{
E
[
RirΦ

plHRjrΦ
pl

]}
+ E

[
|ẑpl

j |2
]

= tr
{
E
[
RirΦ

plHRjrΦ
pl

]}
+ σ̂2

zj . (58)

. Finally, substituting into ρ(p1,p2) = E[sp1sp2∗]
E[|spl |2] , we obtain the

expression in (18).

APPENDIX C

We consider the mutual information term associated with
the indirect path in (12) as the calculations for the direct
path term is similar and straightforward. Since we showed that
hH
riΦ

phjr, i, j ∈ {a, b, e} terms in (8) have complex normal
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distribution for N ≫ 1, the conditional mutual information
can be calculated as

I

(
hp
a;h

p
b |h

p
ae, h

p
be

)
= H(hp

a, h
p
ae, h

p
be) +H(hp

b , h
p
ae, h

p
be)

−H(hp
a, h

p
b , h

p
ae, h

p
be)−H(hp

ae, h
p
be)

= log2
det(Maaebe) det(Mbaebe)

det(Maebe) det(Mabaebe)
, (59)

where det(.) is the matrix determinant, and

Mabaebe = E
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b

hp
ae

hp
be

(
hp∗

a hp∗

b hp∗

ae hp∗

be

)

=


ηaa ηab ηaae ηabe
ηba ηbb ηbae ηbbe
ηaea ηaeb ηaeae ηaebe
ηbea ηbeb ηbeae ηbebe

 , (60)

where ηmn = E
[
hp
mhp∗

n

]
, m,n ∈ {a, b, ae, be} is

the correlation function. Obtaining the expressions for
ηaa, ηbb, ηaeae, ηbebe, ηab = ηba is straightforward by follow-
ing the steps in obtaining E

[
|spl |2

]
in Section III. For the

other terms, e.g., ηaebe, we have

ηaebe = E
[
hp
aeh

p∗

be

]
= E

[
hH
reΦ

pharh
H
brΦ

pH

hre

]
= tr
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E
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brΦ
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= tr
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E
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br

]
E
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RreΦ
p
]}

= tr

{
R

1
2
arE

[
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H
br

]
R

1
2
H

br E
[
ΦpH
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p
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(a)
= ρabtr

{
E
[
R

1
2
arR

1
2

brΦ
pH

RreΦ
p
]}

(b)
= ρab

√
κar

√
κbrκretr {R⊙R} , (61)

where (a) holds because, hir = R
1
2
irgir, i ∈ {a, b},

E
[
garg

H
br

]
= ρabI and (b) is deduced based on the proofs of

lemmas 1 and 2. Following the same steps, other correlation
terms in (60) can be obtained. Similarly, the determinants of
the other matrices in (59) are calculated.
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